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According to Garner, visual patterns are mentally represented as categories rather than by their physical
identity. On the other hand, physical and categorical identification tasks engender their own specific
processing strategies. Nevertheless, categorical strategies should be more generic than physical ones. We
tested this prediction using Garner patterns in a same–different task: one version involved categorical, the
other physical identification. Both tasks showed effects of categorical representation but also contrasting
categorical and physical processing strategies in their response time profiles. When trials from categorical
and physical identification tasks were randomly intermixed, mixing costs were additive for categorical trials
but not for physical trials, indicating a shift in processing strategy for the latter. For these trials, the physical
response time profile was found to be displaced by a categorical profile. We concluded that the more generic
processing strategy is the one that maximizes the role of categorical representation.
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1. Introduction

Our visual experience is furnished with structures and shapes. Their
organization follows a set of descriptive principles known as the Gestalt
laws (e.g., Wertheimer, 1923). Many of these laws, such as Proximity
(Kubovy & Wagemans, 1995; Kubovy, Holcombe, & Wagemans, 1998;
van Lier &Wagemans, 1997), Regularity (Nucci &Wagemans, 2007; van
der Vloed, Csathó, & van der Helm, 2005; van Lier & Wagemans, 1997;
Wagemans, van Gool, Swinnen, & van Horebeek, 1993), and Symmetry
(Csathó, van der Vloed, & van der Helm, 2004; Dry, 2008; Nucci &
Wagemans, 2007; van der Vloed et al., 2005; Wagemans, 1993) have
shown to be rigid and quantifiable. Because of this, they might be
considered psychophysical laws, i.e. functions of physical properties of
our external environment. However, this was not what the Gestaltists
had in mind; they rather envisaged these laws to reflect a fully
internal, psychological principle. This principle was called “Praegnanz”
(Wertheimer, 1923), or “Goodness”.

Goodness is, on the one hand, an intrinsic property of categorical,
mental representation (Gottschaldt, 1926; Wertheimer, 1923). On the
other hand it is lawful, meaning: independent of episodic or semantic
content. Our research question is: can this notion bemaintained in light
of observations that semantic and episodic factors influence perceptual
organization (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1997; Pylyshyn, 1999; Schyns &
Oliva, 1999) and in particular in light of the observation that task-
specific attentional sets can lead perceivers to ignore Gestalt factors
(Stins & van Leeuwen, 1993), including symmetries (Hogeboom & van
Leeuwen, 1997).

As intuitively understood, the concept of Goodness has connotations
of a pattern being “simple” and “easy to remember”; patterns could
possess various degrees of Goodness, and the perceptual system is
configured so as to prefer the “best” one. This intuition is notoriously
hard to define (for some debates, see e.g., Olivers, Chater, & Watson,
2004; van der Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1996, 1999, 2004; Wagemans,
1999). Garner (1962, 1966), inspired by classical information-theoretic
approaches to perception, proposed that “good” configurations have
few alternatives. Goodness of a pattern, therefore, cannot be evaluated
in isolation but only in reference to a set of alternatives, called the
inferred set (cf. Garner, 1962). This set consists of items considered by
the individual as also to be possible to occur in the given situation.
Consequently, organizational patterns are not judged by themselves,
but are compared against any possible alternatives represented in
memory.With this notion, Garner remained close to the original idea of
Gestalt psychology; “a pattern, has qualities over and above thosewhich
can be specified by designating the physical properties of each element
of the pattern.” (Garner & Clement, 1963, p. 446). Perception, thus, is an
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active cognitive process (the title of Garner's 1966 paper is: “Toperceive
is to know”).

On the other hand, if the inferred sets weremerely the idiosyncratic
products of prior experience, it would not be possible to derive any
descriptive laws from them. Garner, therefore, assumed that in
perception, the inferred set is determined by the dimensional structure
of the constituent items (cf. Pomerantz & Lockhead, 1994). For instance,
for a yellow ball, the relevant dimensional structure could have color on
one dimension, and roundness on another. The inferred set, therefore,
would consist of items such as blue squares, red diamonds, etc. For any
given set of stimuli, the inferred set constitutes an invariant represen-
tational basis for performance in different situations or tasks.

Garner and Clement (1963) proposed that in specific cases, it is
possible to specify the inferred set as the group of objects generated by
a transformation operator. An instance is the rotation and reflection
(R&R) transformation (cf. Palmer, 1994), and the group it generates is
called Equivalence Set (ES). Consider all 90 five-dot patterns that can be
constructedonan imaginary 3×3grid leavingneither rowsnor columns
empty (see Fig. 1). They fall into 17 disjunctive Equivalence Sets (ES) of
patterns that can be transformed into each other by rotations in 90°
steps and/or by reflections. Seven of these ES have eight patterns, eight
sets consist of four patterns, and two consist of only one pattern (see
Fig. 1). Garner proposes that the size of the ES determines Goodness, in
the sense that the smaller the Equivalent Set Size (ESS) of a pattern, the
larger is its Goodness. Garner and Clement (1963) showed that ESS
could in fact reliably predict observers' Goodness ratings.

In a series of studieswepresentedGarner and Clement's (1963)five-
dot patterns aspairs in same–different tasks (Berti, Geissler, Lachmann,&
Mecklinger, 2000; Lachmann & Geissler, 2002; Lachmann & van
Leeuwen, 2004a, 2005a,b, 2007a,b).We found strongeffects onReaction
Times (RT) of ESS of both the first and second patterns which were
presented in succession with an interval between them and proposed a
model (Lachmann&Geissler, 2002)whichallowedus topredict average
RT for any given pair of patterns. In the model, it was assumed that the
ES of both items of a same–different pair constitute a representation
which can be described as a kind of Sternberg's (1966) memory set.
Reaction times were proportional to the memory set size (Lachmann &
Geissler, 2002). This implies that the task was performed by means of a
memory search (Sternberg, 1966) of both ES. Lachmann and van
Leeuwen (2005a) established that ES search was not affected by the
relative frequency of occurrence of individual items and showed
(Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2005b) evidence that search of the ES
was performed independently of the criterion of sameness: categorical
vs. physical identity (Bigsby, 1985; Posner & Mitchell, 1967). One
version of the task, the categorical identity task (Lachmann & Geissler,
2002, see Fig. 2) required that pairs that are rotated or reflected versions
of each other (member of the same R&R ES) were treated as same, the
other version, the physical identity task (Lachmann & van Leeuwen,
2005b, 2008a; see Fig. 2) involved treating them as different. Therefore,
the categorical task encourages the construction of ES, whereas the
physical taskdiscourages it: The fact that ESwere used as representation
in both tasks implies that this is a generic, spontaneous process, not a
process induced by specific task requirements.
Fig. 1. Examples of patterns representing the 17 pattern sets Garner and C
If the stimulus representations are categorical in nature (ES), the
categorical taskmight be easier than the physical task. This hypothesis
could be tested by providing these two tasks separately, in different
blocks of an experiment to the same set of participants. Testing this
hypothesis is the first aim of the present experiment.

Such an overall comparison of RT across tasks, however, may be too
simplistic. Even though the categorical and physical tasks both may
involve searchof ES sets, the search algorithmmaydiffer between them.
Specific task requirements may bring about their own specific
processing strategies. Categorical and physical tasks show distinct RT
profiles across conditions (Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2005b). Because
these profiles differ between tasks, a simple comparison between their
average RTs may be irrelevant for the hypothesis that a categorical
representation is used in these tasks.

We will argue that if representations are categorical in nature, the
more robust strategy will be the one belonging to the categorical task.
This hypothesis can be investigated by comparing the blocked
conditions of both tasks to one, in which the two tasks are randomly
intermixed. In principle, it is possible that participants switch between
strategies on a trial-by-trial basis.Wewould then expect a general delay
needed to shift contexts. Such kind of effect has been obtained
numerous times in the literature using different paradigms (Koch,
Prinz, & Allport, 2005;Mayr, 2001; Rubin &Meiran, 2005; Steinhauser &
Hubner, 2005; Yehene & Meiran, 2007). Here, however, we are not
mixing two unrelated tasks, but rather two related tasks, and the
strategy belonging to one task is predicted to be more robust than the
other. This strategywill transferwithoutmuch change from the blocked
to the mixed conditions. We may therefore still expect a general delay
for the more robust strategy. For the less robust strategy, however, we
mayexpect that itwill not survivemixingunscathed: Instead,weexpect
a shift in strategy of this task as a consequence of mixing. The effect of
taskmixing, therefore, should not be additive for this task. A test of these
predictions is the second aim of our experiment.

A shift in strategymay indicate that an integrated representation is
formed, and that the task is performed in a uniform way between
categorical and physical task trials (Kleinsorge & Gajewski, 2007). The
third aim of our study, therefore, is to observe to what extent mixing
leads to unification in strategy. To this aim, we need to discuss in some
detail the contrasting response profiles in categorical and physical
identity tasks.

In the categorical task, we previously obtained a linear effect of ESS
on search time, independently of whether the two patterns of a pair
were identical (identity match, IM), were different but from the same
ES, and thus could be transformed into another by R&R operations
(Categorical Match, CM), or belong to different ES (Non Matches, NM,
see Fig. 2, for illustration). The uniform slopes of the fits for “same”
and “different” responses suggest that this task was performed using
one and the same process for deciding same or different (Krueger,
1978). We shall call this the categorical task profile.

In the physical task, we found linear effects of search times, but
with different slopes for same (IM) and different (NM) pairs. This
indicates that different processes are being used for same and different
judgments, respectively (Bamber, 1969; Eviatar, Zaidel, & Wickens,
lement (1963) introduced as stimuli in Goodness rating experiments.



Fig. 2. Three pairs of dot patterns (Garner & Clement, 1963) representing the types of matching in the experiment: Identity Matches (IM) are to be responded to as same and Non
Matches as different; Category Match (CM) as same in the categorical identity task but as different in the physical identity task.
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1994). The reason may be that different responses are complicated by
physical similarity in a physical identity task (Chignell & Krueger,
1984; Clement & Carpenter, 1970; Eriksen, O'Hara, & Eriksen, 1982;
Robbins & Bourne, 1983; Soliunas & Gurciniene, 2007). It is natural to
assume that detecting difference is frustrated by similarity between
patterns, while detecting sameness is facilitated by it. These effects
will interact with ES search: different Garner patterns with small ESS
share more axes of symmetry with each other than those with large
ESS. According to this as similarity criterion, the smaller the ESS of a
pattern, the more physically similar it is to the others in its ES (Garner
& Clement, 1963). In other words, when similarity plays a role, it has
the same effect as Goodness for same and an effect opposite to
Goodness for different trials. This provided us with an explanation in
terms of the representational mechanism, why a two-slope solution
was necessary for the physical condition.

In support of this interpretation, we found evidence for response
conflict: RTs were much larger than in other conditions on CM trials,
i.e., patterns from the same set are responded to as “different”. The
combination of a two-slope fit for the search times as a function of ESS,
in combination with the presence of a response conflict we shall call
the physical task profile. The presence of these different task profiles
means that a direct comparison between the mean RT of both tasks
may be inconsequential for their categorical representation, as the
tasks are executed using different strategies.

Regardless of our explanation for the difference in RT profiles
between physical and categorical task profiles, we can use these profiles
as a diagnostic for whether a strategy is used that normally belongs to a
categorical or physical task. This provides us with the necessary tool to
observe unificationof strategy. As the categorical strategy is predicted to
be the more robust of the two, unification of strategy will shift the RT
profile of the physical task towards that of the categorical task, but not
vice versa.

2. Experiment

In one set of conditions, we presented categorical and physical
tasks in separate blocks. We investigated which task takes longer on
average. However, we expected also to observe two task-specific
Fig. 3. Patterns representing the three pattern sets of ESS=4 and the
profiles, the Categorical task profile characterized by uniform slopes
for IM, CM and NM and the Physical task profile characterized by
exceptionally high RT for CM and two distinct slopes for IM and NM.

We compared these blocked conditions with a condition in which
categorical and physical identity trials are randomly intermixed. We
observed whether task-mixing costs are additive, leaving the task-
specific profile unchanged, or non-additive, suggesting a switch in
strategy. We expected additivity for categorical, and non-additivity
for physical identity trials. In that case, as a consequence of mixing
trials, we expected for physical identity trials a shift from physical to
the categorical RT profile, but not vice versa.

In a fourth condition we used a categorical task, but information
was given prior to each trial whether the following pair was either,
with equal probability, a CM or an NMor, againwith equal probability,
an IM or an NM pattern. In this last condition, a physical identity
decision was sufficient to correctly perform the task. Because of this,
even though this condition belongs to the categorical task, partici-
pants could, in principle adopt a physical strategy here. This last con-
dition was added in an effort to disprove our own prediction, which
would succeed if participants chose to shift to a physical strategy
when prior information enables that.

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
There were eleven student volunteers (eight female) between 19

and 29 years old who were either paid or received course credit for
their participation. All had normal or corrected to normal vision.

2.1.2. Materials
A subset of the dot patterns first introduced by Garner and Clement

(1963)was used. A selection of the available 90 patternswasmade. Out
of the total of 17 sets, three sets of ESS=4and three sets of ESS=8were
used (see Fig. 3). The selection was based upon Goodness ratings in
Garner and Clement (1963) and in Lachmann and Geissler (2002) in
order to obtain sets of which the average Goodness ratingmatched that
of the other sets of the same ESS. From each ESS=8 set, four patterns
were chosen in a way that both rotation and reflection occurred
three pattern sets of ESS=8 used as stimuli in the experiment.
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amongst their equivalence relations. Thepatternswerevaried according
to a schedule, such that – across the participants – all eight patterns in
the full set were used approximately equally as often presented. The
selection reduced the number of patterns from 90 to 24.

The 24 patterns were combined into pairs. In these pairs, we
distinguish three types ofmatching, that is, patterns that are identical in
shape and orientation (Identity matches, IM), in shape only (Category
matches, CM), or that are different (Non Matches, NM). There are 24
possible IM, 72 CM, and 480 NM combinations. A selection of
combinations had to be made in order to balance these categories in
the design. Because same and different responses have to be balanced
too, the selection of pairs depends on the instruction.

2.1.2.1. Categorical instructions. Each IM combination was chosen
twice, yielding 48 pairs, half of ESS=4 and half of ESS=8 patterns
(see Table 1). These were matched against 48 CM pairs, half of ESS=4
and half of ESS=8 patterns. The 96 pairs so far qualify as same. An
equal number of different pairs was added, chosen such that each
pattern appeared equally often first or second, and equally often in
combination with a same ESS as with a different ESS pattern (see
Table 1). One block consisted of a total of 192 trials.

2.1.2.2. Physical instructions. In order to balance same and different
responses, the IM pairs were shown six times each (instead of two
times in the categorical instruction). The rest of the combinations
remained as in the categorical condition (see Table 1). This increased
the number of total trials within a block to 288, half of which were to
be responded as to same (=IM).

2.1.3. Apparatus
Controlled through the parallel port of a PC, stimuli were presented

on a display of red LEDs of 5 mm in diameter and 13 mm apart.
Consequently, the total expanse of the matrix to display one stimulus
was 41×41 mm. The display was presented at individual eye level, at a
distance of about 65 cm, yielding about 3.5° of visual angle. No head
fixation was used. Same and different responses were given with the
thumbs of both hands through separate response units (not fixed),with
response conditions counterbalanced across participants. The display
and the response units guaranteed an accuracy of latencymeasurement
of .1 ms.

2.1.4. Procedure
The instruction was given inwritten form, separately for each block.

Participants could ask for an oral explanation andwere urged to react as
fast and as accurately as possible. Prior the first block, participants
Table 1
Pattern combinations included in the experiment, categorical instructions.

Number
of sets

Total number
of pairs

Frequency of
pair inclusion

Number of
pairs
included

Same IM ESS=4 3 12 2 24
ESS=8 3 12 2 24

CM ESS=4 3 36 2/3 24
ESS=8 3 36 2/3 24

Different NM ESS=4 3×3 96 1/4 24
ESS=8 3×3 96 1/4 24
ESS=4&8 3×3 144 1/6 24
ESS=8&4 3×3 144 1/6 24

Note. Same combinations consist of patterns from one set, IM are pairs of identical
patterns, the remaining combinations are CM pairs. Different pairs consist of patterns
from two sets of either the same or different ESS. The total number of pairs is the total
number of possible combinations in a given condition. The number of pairs included is
the product of the total number of pairs and the frequency of pair inclusion (that is the
multiplication factor which was applied in order to adjust the pair frequency in
accordance with the particular balancing strategy).
performed 20 practice trials with immediate speed and accuracy
feedback and 20 without feedback. For each later block or after an
interruption, ten warm-up trials with feedback and ten warm-up trials
without feedback were performed prior to RT measurement. Online
datawere collected about participants' speed and accuracy. Participants
received feedbackwhenmore than three errorsweremade over the last
ten trials, or if the time to respond to a trial exceeded 2000 ms. In these
cases, the procedure stopped and participants were asked to respond
more accurately or faster, respectively, and they had to press a button to
continue the procedure. Participants were encouraged to press a stop
button when they felt concentration slipping or when they wanted to
rest. A block was interrupted halfway and a text encouraged the
participant to rest for a while.

On each trial, the two patterns were presented successively. The
first one appeared on the left side of the display for 500 ms. After an
inter-stimulus-interval (ISI) of 500 ms, the second pattern appeared
on the right side of the display, remaining on until the response was
given. After an inter-trial-interval (ITI) of 2500+/−30 ms the next
trial started automatically.

The experiment consisted of four blocks, the order counterbalanced
between participants. In one block the physical identity task was used,
as in Lachmannand van Leeuwen (2005b). Participants responded same
only when patterns were identical in shape and orientation. In the
second block the categorical identity taskwas used; as in Lachmann and
van Leeuwen (2005a), individualswere asked to judge patterns as same
independent of their orientation (rotation and reflection should be
ignored).

In the third block both these tasks were randomly intermixed
(randomized block). To indicate which of the two tasks was required
for a given trial a full 3×3 dotmatrixwas shown prior to the display of
the first pattern for 900 ms at the location where the first pattern was
to appear subsequently. If this matrix appeared in the upper left part
of the display, the pair that followed was to be judged for physical
identity. In that case, the second item of the pair appeared in the
upper right part. If the matrix appeared in the lower left part of the
display, the pair was to be judged according to categorical identity. In
that case, the second item of the pair appeared in the lower right part
of the display. The random block consisted of 480 trials, 288 for the
physical identity task, and 192 for the categorical identity task.

A fourth block used the categorical task. However, informationwas
given prior to each trial, which specified whether the next pair, on the
condition that it would be matching, would either be a pair of IM or of
CM type (in half of the cases it was an NM pair). The prior information
was given in the form of a complete 3×3 dot matrix that marked the
location where the first pattern was to appear. IM pre-informed and
related NM pairs would appear in the upper half of the screen, CM and
related NM pairs in the lower half of the screen.
2.2. Results and discussion

Mean RT and error rates were analyzed. For removing RT outliers,
only those responses were entered into computation which met the
following criterion: (RTb [μis+3σis|145 msbRTb3000 ms]) or (RTN
[μ+1.5σ|145 msbRTb3000 ms]) with μis=mean and σis=standard
deviation of RT for the i-th participant on the s-th session and
μ=mean and σ=standard deviation of overall mean RT. According to
this criterion, the rejection rate for outliers was .9%. The overall mean
RT was 515 ms (SD=192 ms, median=476 ms). Mean RT ranged
from 327 ms to 708 ms for participants. The mean error rate was 3.9%
and ranged from 1% to 14.9% for participants; only two participants
performed with an error rate over 3.5%. No speed-accuracy trade-off
effects were observed and therefore we will report detailed analyses
for RT data only as long as error rates do not lead to opposite results.

Sets of Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) and post-hoc analyses were
applied to analyze the effects of the task condition (physical-blocked,
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physical-random, categorical-blocked, categorical-random and cate-
gorical-pre-information, ESS and Type of matching).

In a first set of ANOVAs we tested the effect of task condition. A
one-factor ANOVA over the five task conditions revealed a significant
task effect, F(4, 40)=8.4, pb .01, which was further explored by post-
hoc analyses. Table 2 displays the RT means, standard deviations and
error rates for each of these five conditions. A comparison of the
blocked conditions (except pre-information), equalizing the number
of cases (N=192), revealed that the categorical task was slower than
the physical task, F(1, 10)=11.74, pb .01, which confirms on
statistical grounds that the physical task is easier to perform. This is
also true for the condition with pre-information, F(1, 10)=5.57,
pb .05; there is no advantage compared to the blocked categorical
condition either (Fb1). Thus, cues that could, in principle, have turned
a categorical task in an easier, physical one seem not effective; the
categorical task strategy governs in these trials.

Disregarding the categorical-pre-information condition for compat-
ibility, a Task (categorical vs. physical task)×Session (blocked vs.
random session) ANOVA was performed resulting in significant main
effects of Task, F(1, 10)=36.1, pb .01, and Session, F(1, 10)=7.7, pb .05.
Therewasno interaction. Again, thephysical task (485 ms) proved tobe
performed faster than the categorical task, (560 ms), F(1, 10)=15.37,
pb .01. As we argued in our Introduction, this does not constitute
evidence against the notion that categorical representations are
preferred. Each of the tasks may bring about its own, specific strategy
whichmay lead to RT differences, while the representation remains the
same. Blocked conditions (461 ms) were faster than those in which
tasks are randomly intermixed (577 ms), F(1, 10)=8.58, p=.01,
showing that there are costs of mixing between the tasks, physical vs.
categorical.

In a further set of ANOVAs we analyzed the effects of ESS and Type
of matching, separately for the categorical and for the physical
sessions. Table 2 displays RT means, standard deviations and error
rates for each of the five conditions for the set sizes (ESS), separately
for IM, CM and NM.
2.2.1. Categorical identity task
For the categorical identity tasks, an ANOVA with the factors ESS

(ESS=4 vs. ESS=8)×Type of matching (IM vs. CM vs. NM)×Session
(blocked, random, blocked with pre-information) was performed,
Table 2
Total mean reaction times, standard deviations and error rates resulting from the
different sameness conditions in the experiment, and separately for each ESS condition
in each Type of matching.

RT (ms)

SD (ms)/error %

Physical-
blocked

Physical-
random

Categorical-
blocked

Categorical-
random

Pre-
information

Total 424 544 518 626 494
128/3.6 211/3.2 149/3.3 229/5.3 173/4.4

IM ESS=4 382 488 439 558 411
128/2.7 196/.8 124/.8 220/1.1 169/2.3

ESS=8 410 512 480 578 445
128/3.9 202/2.3 130/2.7 224/2.7 170/1.9

CM ESS=4 488 663 488 647 491
139/4.9 229/10.9 142/3 254/7.2 186/3.4

ESS=8 471 649 585 729 568
130/4.9 241/10.9 168/8 255/12.6 176/9.2

NM ESS=4 442 553 526 611 489
115/3 187/1.5 133/1.9 208/2.6 158/1.9

ESS=8 442 573 576 656 535
108/3.4 199/2.3 163/5.3 214/10.3 161/9.5

ESS=4
and 8

443 566 523 622 513
122/3.1 202/1.9 137/3.4 217/3.4 168/3

ESS=8
and 4

435 564 542 629 516
104/4.5 193/2.3 140/1.5 209/2.3 147/3.8
including pairs of patterns with equal ESS (see Table 1). Main effects
on RTwere observed for all factors, ESS, F(1, 10)=38.1, pb .01, for Type
of matching, F(2, 20)=24.3 pb .01, and for Session, F(2, 20)=5.6,
pb .01.

Post-hoc analyses showed that IM patterns are performed faster
than CM and NM, whereas CM and NM do not differ. This reflects a
common finding in same–different tasks: the fast-same-effect (Farell,
1985; Krueger, 1978; Nickerson, 1969; Proctor, 1986). There is no
difference between the blocked conditions with and without pre-
information (see Table 2) indicating that there is no significant
advantage of pre-information (Fb1). The random condition is slower
than both blocked ones, suggesting an increased load due to task
mixing.

The only interaction effect found to be significant was for Type of
matching×ESS, F(2, 20)=5.1, pb .01. Separate analyses showed that
the ESS effect is present in all types of matching, but is significantly
smaller in IM in comparison to CM and NM for which the ESS effect is
of the same size. For illustration, see Fig. 4.

The absence of any interactions with the factor session implies that
the extra costs involved in task switching (mixing costs) in the
random conditions are additive with respect to conditions; switching
between tasks does not affect effect sizes, neither of ESS nor of Type of
matching. This result shows that random intermixing of tasks leaves
intact the way the categorical identity task is performed. This result is
in accordancewith our prediction, that no switch in strategy would be
expected for the categorical task.

Switching strategies might be too time-consuming or tiring for the
participant to adopt. If so, intermixing tasks should have an additive
effect for the physical identity task as well. However, we expect the
physical strategy to be less robust than the categorical one. Therefore,
in contrast with the categorical identity task, participants will
abandon the physical identity strategy when the physical task is
intermixed with the categorical task. We will return to this issue the
section that reports the results of the physical task.

2.2.1.1. Model fit of reaction times. We now describe in detail how we
used ESS to fit reaction times in the same–different task. In our model
(Lachmann & Geissler, 2002) we assume that when a pattern is
shown, this activates the representation of its entire set (ES). This
Fig. 4. RT (ms) for Identity Matches (IM), Category Matches (CM) and Non Matches
(NM with equal ESS) for ESS=4 and ESS=8 pairs in the categorical and the physical
identity conditions. Further explanation in the text.
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activation occurs rapidly and automatically and is assumed to require
a fixed amount of time, and thus, having no systematic influence on
the slope of RT. Next, the target item is searched within the activated
equivalence set. The search mechanism consists of slow, sequential
access of the individual patternswithin the ES. This process dominates
RT. In addition, we assume that the search was self-terminating when
the target is found. Finally, we assume that with items fromwithin the
same set (IM and CM), the search for the second item continueswhere
it terminated for the first item.

Based on these assumptionswe calculate an estimate of RT based on
the number of search steps needed to access both items within their
respective ES. For the first item, this will require an average (ESS+1)/2
steps. For the second item, the calculation depends on whether the pair
consists of patterns that are identical (IM), same under rotation or
reflection transformations (and thus from the same ES=CM), or non-
matching (NM).With IM or CMpairs, the other pattern is to be found in
the same set. Searchwithin this set continues from the positionwhere it
terminated for the first item. This means that in case of IM, the second
item is found inonemore step, resulting for thesepairs in a total number
of search steps of, on average, #StepsIM=(ESS1+1)/2+1 (ESS1
indicating the ESS of the first item) and that in the case of CM, to find
the second item takes again, on average, (ESS2+1)/2 search steps (ESS2
indicating the ESS of the second item; for CM: ESS1=ESS2), resulting for
CM pairs in a total number of #StepsCM=(ESS1+1). In the case of Non
Matches (NM) the second pattern has to be found in a different set,
which requires (ESS2)+1/2steps. Thus, the average number of steps for
NM patterns is #StepsNM=(ESS1+ESS2)/2+1.

Very good fits, between R2=.95 and R2=.99, were previously
obtained for amodel inwhichRT is a linear function of these numbers of
steps (Lachmann& Geissler, 2002; Lachmann& van Leeuwen, 2005a,b).
For the present data, model fits were calculated for all conditions with
the categorical identity task. As in previous studies (Lachmann &
Geissler, 2002; Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2005a), same and different
responses were fitted by a single straight line. To enable this, a time
constant c was added to the prediction for CM and NM patterns to
representpossible extradecision timeneeded for non-identical patterns
(Lachmann & Geissler, 2002). This resulted in excellent fits for this
model inwhich the slope for all types ofmatchingwas the same; for the
blocked session, R2adj.=.98 (c=1.5); for the blocked session with pre-
information, R2adj.=.98 (c=3); and for the random session, R2adj.=.99,
(c=2.8). That one-slope fits were obtained invariably in all categorical
task conditions indicates that the categorical identity strategy is used in
all categorical identity conditions.

2.2.2. Physical identity task
An ANOVA on RTs of the two physical sessions with the factors ESS

(ESS=4 vs. ESS=8), Type of matching (IM vs. CM vs. NM), and
Session (blocked vs. random) was performed on the same responses
and those different responses that involve pairs of patterns with equal
ESS (see Table 1).

The main effects for Type of matching, F(2, 20)=60.4, pb .01, and
Session, F(1, 10)=14, pb .01, both proved to be significant. For Type of
matching, a fast-same effect was found: IM was faster than NM, F(1,
10)=29.49, pb .01. CM showed considerably increased RTs as
compared to both other types of matching, F(1, 10)=30–152, pb .1,
and no ESS effect is evident for this Type of matching (see Fig. 4, for
illustration). This confirms previous findings (Lachmann & van
Leeuwen, 2005b), which were interpreted as response competition
resulting from having to judge two items from the same inferred set as
different. The main effect of ESS failed to reach the 5%-significance-
level, F(1, 10)=3.5, pb .1. There was, however, an interaction of
ESS×Type of matching, F(2, 20)=4.9, pb .05. Post-hoc analyses
showed that the effect of ESS is limited to the IM condition (see
Figs. 4 and 5), F(1, 10)=21.94, pb .01 (F=7.49–19.28 in the random
and in the blocked session, respectively). This result is consistent with
the results obtained in earlier experiments, where in the physical
identity task, ESS effects were specific to conditions (Lachmann & van
Leeuwen, 2005b, 2008a).

Themain effect of sessionwasdue to longer RTs in themixed session
as compared to the blocked session (see Table 2). This means that there
are mixing costs in the physical task, similar to what was found for the
categorical identity task. Unlike for the latter, however, themixing costs
were not additive with ESS and Type of matching: there was an
interaction of ESS×Type of matching×Session, F(2, 20)=3.6, pb .05.
Had the mixing costs been additive, this would have supported the
notion of a uniform strategy for blocked and mixed conditions of the
physical identity task.Wemay conclude, therefore, that different to the
categorical task, for the physical identity task mixing results into a shift
in strategy.

In Lachmann and van Leeuwen (2005b) a reversal of the ESS effect
between IM and NM conditions was characteristic of the physical
identity task. This pattern of effects was replicated, albeit in a
weakened form, in the blocked version of the physical identity task:
a null effect occurred for ESS in NM conditions (see Table 2). For the
random session, however, where trials of the physical identity tasks
were intermixed with ones of the categorical task, there is a non-
reversed pattern of ESS effects: they occur for IM and NM trials. This
pattern normally characterizes categorical trials. This may be taken as
additional information that a shift of strategy has occurred. In
particular, as a result of mixing physical and categorical identity trials,
the categorical task strategy seems to have invaded the physical task
profile.

Finally, an interaction was found between Type of matching and
Session, F(2, 20)=16.1, pb .01. The costs of shifting between the tasks
in the random condition (mixing costs; Koch et al., 2005; Mayr, 2001;
Rubin &Meiran, 2005; Steinhauser & Hubner, 2005; Yehene &Meiran,
2007) seem to be super-additive in certain conditions. The CM
conditions, which already lasted longer than other conditions, were
extra increased in RT in the random as compared to the blocked
session. This result is in accordance with our hypothesis that the long
RTs in the CM condition are due to a response conflict. Having to
respond different to items from the same Equivalence Set is more
difficult when such items have to be responded to as same within the
same session. This effect seems to be strengthened by the strategy
shift, as we would expect: the strategy shift puts greater emphasis on
categorical processing, making it more difficult to respond “different”,
as the task requires, to items that are categorically identical.

2.2.2.1. Model fits of reaction times. Whereas here and generally in the
categorical task (Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2005a), model fits have
uniform and positive slope and intercepts for IM, CM, and NM, in the
physical identity task (Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2005b) IM and NM
conditions required different slopes in the model fit. In addition, the
physical task resulted in exceptionally high reaction times for the CM
condition. These last results were explained based on response
conflict (Eviatar et al., 1994; Proctor, 1981, 1986) and are therefore
excluded from the model fit.

In the present experiment, in the blocked session, a one-slope fit is
not significant (R2adj.=.69, c=1, c=constant representing search
independent decision stage IM vs. CM/NM, see Lachmann & Geissler,
2002). The fit requires two independent slopes of which that of NM is
negative, R2adj.=.99, pb .01. This result is consistent with slope
reversal for this condition observed in Lachmann and van Leeuwen
(2005b). Note, however, that the ANOVA provided a null effect for the
NM condition.

In contrast, in the mixed session, a one-slope fit was very good,
R2adj.=.99, c=5. The large size of the constant c may represent
additional task-shifting costs. One-slope fits are also the dominant
pattern in individuals (although, interestingly, there is one individual
who shows a two-slope fit with negative ESS, just as in the blocked
condition). The one-slope fit of the mixed condition is normally a
characteristic of the categorical task. When the physical and



Fig. 5. RT (ms) and 5% confidence intervals for Identity Matches (IM) and Category Matches (CM) for ESS=4 and ESS=8 pairs in five task conditions: categorical-blocked (cat
blocked), categorical-random (cat random), categorical-pre-information (pre-inform), physical-blocked (phy blocked) and physical-random, phy random).
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categorical tasks are mixed, therefore, the physical task strategy
adopts this feature of the categorical task strategy.

3. General discussion

The present experiment is the final one of a series of studies, in
which we investigated the effects of Garner's Equivalence Sets (ES),
which consist of items identical under Rotation and Reflection (R&R)
transformations, on response times in same–different tasks. We
previously found effects of Equivalence Set Size (ESS) in categorical
identity tasks (Berti et al., 2000; Lachmann & Geissler, 2002;
Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2005a) and physical identity tasks
(Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2005b). Categorical identity tasks
encourage the formation of Equivalence Set representations; trial
after trial, participants are required to respond same to pairs of items
that are identical under R&R transformations. The physical identity
task discourages building ES representations, as items identical under
R&R transformations need to be distinguished. Nevertheless, reliable
effects of ESS were obtained in these conditions also (Lachmann & van
Leeuwen, 2005b). We replicated these effects in the present
experiment (see Fig. 5). The results, therefore, are consistent with
our earlier conclusion that set representations are task-invariant.

Note, that ESS effects in the categorical task are generally more
robust than in the physical task. The categorical identity task typically
yields ESS effects invariably over conditions, giving rise to uniform
one-slope model fits for items that are identical (IM), identical under
transformation (CM), and non-matching items (NM). In the physical
task, effects of ESS are less robust. Response conflicts occur for CM
conditions in the physical identity task, precisely because of their
categorical representations. They complicate “different” responses for
categorically identical items. Because of this intervening variable,
these trials are, as in our previous experiments, excluded from the
model fits. Another indication that the ESS effects are less robust in the
physical tasks is that, for the remaining IM and NM trials, two-slope
model fits are typically required (Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2005b).
In our present experiment, a similar difference in robustness was
observed when categorical and physical tasks were presented in
different blocks: robust and uniform ESS effects in the categorical task,
whereas in the physical task the ESS effects were limited to the IM
condition; a response conflict was in evidence in the CM condition,
and the remaining data required a two-slope fit, including a reversal
of the slope sign, even though for the negative slope in the NM
condition, the significance test failed to pick up the effect.

Comparing physical and categorical task blocks, the physical task
was performed at a faster rate than the categorical one. This might be
considered as prima facie evidence against the view that the
categorical representations are fundamental to both tasks. However,
the dependency of the physical task advantage on Type of matching
conditions indicate that there the strategies invoke different types of
processes. We have earlier suggested that a one-process sameness
detection strategy might explain the results of the categorical task
(Krueger, 1978), whereas a two-process model may be more suitable
for the physical task (Bamber, 1969; Eviatar et al., 1994). This contrast,
or any other contrasting models, would militate against a direct
comparison of the overall response times between both tasks.

We therefore investigated whether the categorical nature of the
representations should make the categorical identity strategy more
robust than the physical identity strategy. When categorical and
physical identity trials were randomly mixed, the mixing costs were
additive in the categorical task. We interpreted this as evidence that
the categorical strategy was not affected by mixing. In contrast, no
main effect of mixing was found in the physical task, suggesting that
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mixing resulted in a shift in strategy for the physical identity task.
From this it could be concluded that the categorical strategy wasmore
robust than the physical strategy.

There are various indications in ourdata that the shift in strategy that
resulted from mixing consisted in a move to a categorical strategy.
Unlike in blocked conditions, in the mixed conditions ESS effects in the
physical identity task were uniform in both IM and NM conditions,
resulting in a one-slope model fit normally belonging to a categorical
strategy. In addition, the response conflict always observed for the
physical tasks in the CM conditionwas particularly enhanced bymixing
tasks. Since this conflict arises from the requirement to respond
“different” to items that are same categorically, the larger the effect
the more predominant the role of categorical information. This result,
therefore, is also consistent with a shift to the categorical strategy.

The categorical strategy is preferred, even though the physical
strategy is generally faster. A related result was obtained between
different processing strategies for letters and non-letters. Letters were
processed more analytically than non-letter shapes (Jincho, Lachmann,
& van Leeuwen, 2008; Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2004b, 2008b; van
Leeuwen & Lachmann, 2004) but whenever the two were randomly
intermixed, a holistic strategy was observed for letters also, if the task
allowed it. Even though letter-specific processing is highly automatized,
and therefore faster, here, too, a uniform strategy was preferred.

It seems, therefore, that perceivers have no interest in minimizing
processing time (Simon, 1976). This observation evokes Geissler's
concept of seeming redundancy of processing (Geissler, 1985, 2001,
2004). Why is this seemingly redundant processing route preferred?
Perceivers' interest may be in maximizing the stability of their
representational system. We may conclude that the preferred
processing strategy is the one that is maximally governed by the
more enduring, categorical representations. Representational econo-
my, not processing speed, determines preferred processing strategy.
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